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Counseling adapts with COVID-19
Services have adjusted to feedback, students still seek improvements

B Y J ULIA L ANKISCH
AND J OSEPH C OTTON
Guest Writer and
Campus News Editor

As classwork continues to
pile on, race relations rise, the
presidential election comes
to a head and the COVID-19
pandemic continues to disrupt
the nation, Xavier’s counseling services have adapted
to meet the need for mental
health support in some ways,
but has struggled in others.
Housed in the Health United Building (HUB), Xavier’s
counseling team is a group
of clinical psychologists and
counselors who can help students address a number of
concerns, including: depression, grief and loss, anxiety
or stress, relationship problems, substance abuse, recovery from abuse and more.
One notable issue is that
Counseling Services have
been at their capacity for a
large portion of the semester. Students explained that it
is not uncommon for those in
need of counseling are unable
to schedule a meeting with a
therapist for at least a month.
For some, the university’s
cost-free therapy is their only
option to deal with the impending stressors of this semester.
However, many students
still feel as though Xavier cannot fulfill that goal with the
resources that they have.
“Counseling Services is OK
for short-term things,” junior
Emily Hoose said. “There
is nothing particularly bad
about it, but it is mostly for
people who are otherwise fine
but are dealing with general
stress from life.”
One way Xavier’s counseling services are working
to combat this is by offering
15-minute Let’s Talk sessions,
where students can walk in
and talk to a therapist. The
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Xavier’s Counseling Services have continued to respond to students’ feedback so as to more effectively meet the changing needs of students during
this atypical semester. They have hired more staff, including a full-time Black counselor, and they have promoted their Let’s Talk drop-in hours.

program operates on a firstcome, first-serve basis and is
available on Mondays from 9
a.m. to 11 a.m., Wednesdays
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. and Fridays 2
p.m. to 4 p.m.
This program is also meant
to be a resource for students
who are facing academic, personal or professional challenges as a result of COVID-19.
Until recently, the center’s
phone played a few minutes
of automated COVID-19 protocol messaging before directing their call to counseling
services.
This message has been
removed after students expressed concerns that the
long, impersonal message
would deter students seeking
help.
Even though problems
concerning accessibility have

worsened during COVID-19,
several students explained
that there were issues before
the pandemic.
Junior Olivia Steenberg
echoed the sentiment. “I felt
like they put me with someone who was generally unequipped,” Steenberg said.
“Beyond a surface level, they
really don’t do much.”
“They are more reactionary than anything. They just
react to the problem without
dealing with anything long
term,” junior Amber Brooks
said. “It feels like they are trying to move you in and out.”
They went on to say that
Counseling Services should
be more upfront with the services they can provide and
be honest when with the services they cannot. Hoose also
agreed with their sentiment.

Another notable concern
raised by Black students is a
lack of representation among
the HUB’s counseling staff.
“Especially at a PWI, most
African Americans come from
a background of family members that didn’t attend college”, said junior Hawa Gai,
“So the amount of pressure
that is applied… tends to be a
lot because we fear failure”.
Jamie Baxter, director of
counseling services, pointed
out that the office sponsors
a group called Removing the
Mask. It’s purpose is to create
a space for non-white students
to express their experiences
and form community together. They discuss topics such as
stress management, self-care
and peer connection.
Recently, the university also
hired Black therapist Vonda

Williams, who is employed on
a full-time basis. She has had
previous experience working with college students and
aims to be a resource for those
who do not feel a White counselor can understand their experiences.
It is expected that the hiring of another therapist will
also improve waiting times for
counseling services.
Students in need of support
are encouraged to call Counseling Services at 745-3022 to
schedule an appointment. An
after-hours therapist is available 24/7 by contacting Xavier’s Campus Police at 7451000 and asking to speak with
the therapist. Students can
also use the national Crisis
Text Line by texting 741741
to be connected with a trained
crisis counselor 24/7.
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COBRA organizes sit-in protest

The mostly-underground collective occupied Gallagher Student Center

Newswire Photo by Erik Maahs

Members of the COBRA collective table in GSC to collect responses to their
survey in hopes of aiding the newly-founded Civil Rights Commission.

B Y J ULIA L ANKISCH
*XHVW:ULWHU
Students representing the
Coalition of Black Revolutionaries and Allies (COBRA),
hosted a sit-in at Gallagher Student Center (GSC) on

Monday.
During the demonstration,
COBRA gathered information
about the experiences of students of color at Xavier. They
requested that attendees fill
out four surveys covering various aspects of Xavier’s cul-

October 21
Civil Rights Commision
Public Forum Recap
C OURTESY OF H EATHER G AST
 At the innaugural Civil Rights Commission,
administrators discussed student concerns
as well as efforts that have been made in five
areas: financial, academic, representation, student life and support and communication/collaboration.
 Administrators noted that the Center for Diversity and Inclusion (CDI) has worked with
the Cincinnati Recreation Commission to
make the Smooth Transitions mentor positions paid.
 While administrators cannot require that professors cancel their classes on election day due
to federal credit hour regulations, professors
have been encouraged to institute asynchronous learning for next Tuesday.
 Leading up to and after the election, Student
Affairs, as well as other departments across
campus, will be holding support spaces for students to process and decompress during this
time.
 It is not yet determined how the commission
will operate, but all students are encouraged
to self-nominate on EngageXU.
Staff in attendance:
Center for Diversity and Inclusion: Dr. Kyra Shahid, Ihsan Walker
Center for Faith and Justice: Rev. Nelson Pierce, Jr.
Office of Institutional Diversity and Inclusion: Dr.
Janice Walker
Student Affairs: Dr. Dave Johnson, Jean Griffin

ture: student life and support,
finance and academics, communication and collaboration
and representation.
Sophomore Kourtney Williams was among the organizers of the event.
“We want to document student concerns from a number
of different demographics
and pass them on to the Civil Rights Commission so they
can actually work on the specific issues with the administration’s help,” Williams commented.
University President Father Michael Graham requested the creation of the
Civil Rights Commission after
student protests brought to
light the experiences of Black
students on campus. The commision is in the process of being established and is still accepting applications.
“We would love to see a
communication portal between students and administration, an annual renewal of
training for administration,
faculty and staff, and a reevaluation of curriculums and
hiring processes.” Williams
added
Williams is optimistic

about the progress that the
Civil Rights Commission has
to make, but she also recognizes that it is not the end.
“With the creation of the
Commission, we’ll further
be able to have these conversations, and although it still
might take a lot of research
and student support to back
us, the door seems a little
more open,” she said.
Junior Olivia Steenberg
was also collecting student
responses at the entrance to

GSC.
“I’m participating today
because I want to use my
privilege to uplift the voices
of people of color and Black
voices. We’ve heard them say
very clearly that what this
campus is currently doing
isn’t enough, so I want to
do whatever I can to create
change,” she said.
Students can follow the activity of the COBRA Collective at @cobracollectivee on
Instagram.

Newswire Photo by Erik Maahs

Have you heard of Ethicspoint?

B Y E MMA S TEVENS
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Xavier has a widely unknown web-based hotline
called EthicsPoint.
Run by the Office of Audit and Risk Management,
the program is meant to allow students to anonymously report ethics violations or
instances of bias. However,
the use of this program is not
widely promoted.
When asked about the program, first-year student Lesley Webster said “I had no idea
that EthicsPoint existed and
therefore have no idea how to
use it, but I think the idea in
principle is a good one.”
She also commented that “a
web-based hotline is a difficult
and impersonal way to address bias, but I do think that
it is a good thing that students
experiencing it have a place to
go.”

While this service is available to Xavier students, university administrators have
encouraged students and faculty to use other resources
before anonymously reporting a biased incident on EthicsPoint.
Students should first address incidents in the classroom by speaking directly
with their professors. They
also have the option to submit
a report to the Bias Advisory
Response Team.
Staff and faculty members
are also encouraged to submit reports of any biased incidents to the Bias Education
and Advocacy Team.
In addition, community
members can report incidents
to the Xavier University Police Department, the Title IX
and Interpersonal Violence
Response Office, Residence
Life, the Dean of Students or

the Center for Diversity and
Inclusion.
EthicsPoint’s hotline is listed in the student handbook,
but as a subsection after these
resources, rendering it less effective and not as impactful.
While the program itself
admits that faculty and students should report their incidents to these other places,
the student handbook does
explain that “Xavier would
rather that an anonymous report be made than no report
at all.”
When asked to comment,
the Office of Audit and Risk
Management did not reply.
The consensus is this: if
someone experiences bias or
unethical conduct at Xavier,
they have a variety of reporting options. However, they are
encouraged to exhaust all other options before using EthicsPoint.

Newswire formally apologizes to Academic Program Officer of Pre-Professional Health
Advising Kara Rettig-Pfingstag for using a Xavier stock photo including her in conjunction
with the article titled “Disparities in Academic Advising” published on Oct. 20.
This was an oversight of Editor-in-Chief Heather Gast, Managing Editor Alex
Budzynski and Campus News Editor Joseph Cotton, who had in no way meant to imply that
Rettig-Pfingstag had been biased in her advising. The photo is no longer on the Newswire
website.
While the editors involved have personally apologized to Rettig-Pfingstag, we felt that it
was only appropriate that we clarify to the community of Xavier. Additionally, Retting-Pfingstag requested that a personal statement be published alongside the apology when she initially
contacted the Newswire, which is included here:
I do not discriminate when advising Xavier University students. My photo should not have
been published and was done so inappropriately in The Xavier University Newswire article
on, ‘Disparities in Academic Advising’ in the October 19th, 2020 Edition as I am not mentioned in the article. This is defamation of my character and is unwarranted and not acceptable.
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Moving from recognition to inclusion

With calls for justice becoming ubiquitous in the
modern world, it is important
to analyze our society and recognize all groups that deserve
to be advocated for. Equality
for individuals with disabilities is an important issue that
we have neglected to properly
address.
Discrimination of those
with disabilities is omnipresent in our society, and yet we
are content with where we
stand on the topic. You do not
hear of disability rights protests. You do not see disability activists on news stations
every night. You do not hear
the voices of those with disabilities.
Much of this, I believe,
stems from the belief that
we have accomplished our
goals on this front. Former
President George H. W. Bush
passed the Americans with
The Disabilities Act in 1990,
and this was even amended in
2008 by President George W.
Bush.
For those who are baffled
by the proposal that this is
still an extremely prevalent
issue, I ask you to genuinely
reflect on your treatment of

people with disabilities.
I myself did not realize
the injustice in my actions
until a few years ago. This
is not to say that I have ever
been against people with disabilities, as I have always felt
passionate about equality for
those with disabilities; rather,
it is to say that I did not include them to the extent that
I should have.
When I began working
with students who have autism
while I was in high school, my
perspective on this topic was
forever changed. While these
students faced challenges that
I could not begin to imagine, I
had the opportunity to get to
know the people behind those
struggles and see just how
similar we were in so many
ways.
This experience resulted in
a shift from the recognition of
those with disabilities to the
inclusion of these individuals.
This personal development illuminated the way that society
treats people with disabilities.
What more, then, can we
do? We have already passed
legislation ensuring equality for those with disabilities.

However, we have seen
time and time again that legislation does not translate into
action. While we may say that
we support those with disabilities, our actions prove the
contrary.
The reality is that while
legislative change can occur quickly, societal thought
drags behind.
In order to put this into
context, I call upon Joseph
Fletcher, an academic and
bioethics pioneer who carried
out his work during the mid1900s.
A staunch supporter of
abortion and eugenics, Fletcher said,
“People have no reason
to feel guilty about putting a Down’s syndrome
baby away, whether it’s
‘put away’ in the sense of
hidden in a sanitarium or
in a more responsible lethal
sense. It is sad, yes. Dreadful. But it carries no guilt.
True guilt arises only from
an offense against a person,
and a Down’s is not a person.”
In the modern world, this
belief seems almost unthinkable, and many would quickly

denounce such beliefs. How- allow them to see into our soever, this is the era that we ciety. The wall still stands. We
are comUntil we... embrace the recognize
ing from.
enormity of the value that in- them, but
These bedividuals with disabilities of- we still
liefs were
fer to our society, we will for- s e p a r at e
commonthem.
ever be at odds with them.
place only
Until
a few decades ago.
we are able to fully demolTo anyone who believes ish this wall and embrace the
that this is antiquated thought enormity of the value that
and that we have moved past individuals with disabilities
this way of thinking entirely, offer to our society, we will
you are incredibly naive.
forever be at odds with them.
While we may have moved
We have not accomplished
beyond such blatant rejection equality for those with disabilof those with disabilities, we ities. Have we made progress?
now use those with disabili- Absolutely. However, it is imties as props to show to others perative that we not become
that we are accepting, despite complacent and continue to
our realistic rejection of these acknowledge and work hardindividuals.
er to challenge the norms of
Throughout high school pushing those with disabilities
and even here at Xavier, I have to the outskirts of our society.
seen people with disabilities
being used by other students.
It is truly disgusting to see a
semblance of inclusion only
for those same people to turn
around and joke about the individual with disabilities beSean Walulik is a juhind their back.
nior biology major.
While we have begun to
He is a staff writer for
break down the wall that stands
Newswire from Bloombetween “us” and “them”, we
ington, Ill.
have only added cracks which

The one thing that has
consistently been on my
mind amidst this pandemic
is my mental health.
Sure, my physical health
has been important to me as
well. Taking care of that has
proven to be beneficial to my
mental health, but it is not
the sole cure.
While in lockdown in the
spring, the inability to see
my girlfriend and my friends
in any serious way for an extended period of time was
a new reality. Spending so
much time with my family
didn’t feel right after transitioning to college and being
on my own for the past six
months of my life.
It was nice in some ways
to be back in that stable environment where it was easy
to make good, healthy choices. However, I kept feeling
like my mental health was
declining.
Even on days where I was
doing all of the right things

for myself and making an of day I was “happy.” Really,
effort to feel my best, I felt it was the only time of day
as though there was no way where I wasn’t consciously
I could control my own hap- thinking about anything, so
piness. Those around me to me that equated to happiechoed a similar sentiment, ness.
but that didn’t make me feel
The key takeaway was
any better. I was so frus- that I felt alone and unable.
trated with myself and my As a man, I have learned that
inability to be happy that it men struggle with mental
was actually making my sit- health just as much as the
uation worse.
next person, even when we
When
don’t show
I struggled to get out it. Instead
things
of bed in the morning.... I of showbegan to
struggled with every part of ing
the
open
up
my day
rest of the
more
in
world how
the summer, my mental health only we feel, our gut instinct is to
continued to get worse. I hide those feelings from anystruggled to get out of bed one we can, especially our
in the morning, I struggled loved ones. We want to be
to have the motivation to do strong and tough, even when
the things that would make nobody expects us to be.
myself feel better, I strugAfter some time, I realized
gled with every part of my that I expected so much of
day.
myself in a time where those
I found myself wanting expectations could not be
to sleep as much as possible met. There just was not any
because it was the only time way I could be at my peak of

happiness when the whole highs when they come. In
world
I realized that I expected d o i n g
was sufso much of myself in a time so, life
fering.
where those expectations could will be a
I did
not be met. There just was not lot more
not beany way I could be at my peak c o n s i s lieve it
of happiness when the whole tent, and
was OK
you will
world was suffering.
to not be
be hapOK. I wanted to be strong pier as a result.
and tough even though it
To me, the number one
was a time to be candid about key to understanding menmy emotions and embrace tal health for yourself is to
them. Accepting that it was understand when is the right
not the time to be my best time to put pressure on yourwould have taken a lot of the self to do better and when is
pressure off of my life, and the right time to cut yourit would have left me feeling self some slack and breathe.
confident that there would
come a time where feeling
happy was easier.
This is not to say that everybody should be unhappy
Will Pembroke is a
forever. Rather, I’m trying
sophomore Philosoto say that it is OK to not alphy, Politics and the
ways be happy.
Public major from
Life has lots of highs and
Glen Ellyn, Ill. He is
lows, especially in a pandemthe Associate Mulic. Embrace the lows when
timedia Editor for
they come and embrace the
Newswire.
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Dodgers win first World Series title since 1988
Corey Seager was named World Series MVP after a fantastic postseason

B Y C HLOE S ALVESON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
The 2020 World Series
came to a close on Oct. 27 after six games, crowning the
Los Angeles Dodgers as the
champions against the runner-up Tampa Bay Rays.
The Dodgers, champions
of the National League, beat
the Rays, champions of the
American League, 4-2 in the
series.
In Game 6, the Dodgers
won the Series with a 3-1 victory.
This game proved to be
quite controversial, as the
Rays were up 1-0 when
Rays manager Kevin Cash
pulled Rays pitcher Blake
Snell in the sixth inning.
Many thought this removal was premature. The Rays
lead quickly became a deficit
within six pitches from Rays
pitcher Nick Anderson.
The win wasn’t without controversy however,
as Dodgers third baseman
Justin Turner was removed
during the eighth inning after
his COVID-19 test test came
back as positive. He celebrated with the team masked and
tweeted after the game that
he was asymptomatic.
While Dodgers shortstop
Corey Seager didn’t have a hit
in Game 6, he was bestowed

Photo courtesy of creativecommons.org

The Los Angeles Dodgers won the 2020 World Series in six games, beating the Tampa Bay Rays 3-1 on
Tuesday night to clinch the series. Newest Dodger Mookie Betts played a big role in the series for L.A.

the 2020 World Series MVP
Award for recording eight
home runs and 20 RBIs in the
entirety of the postseason.
Game 1 was the leastwatched World Series game
of all time. According to Fox
Sports, the game received the
lowest ratings ever, with only
around 9.1 million viewers.
Last year’s opener attracted
12.1 million viewers.
Nevertheless, Game 1 was
full of exhilaration, as the
Dodgers defeated the Rays in
an 8-3 victory.
Dodgers outfielder Mookie
Betts walked, then stole two
bases in an inning, a play that
hasn’t been accomplished at
the World Series since Babe
Ruth played against the New
York Giants in 1921.
The Rays were triumphant
with a 6-4 win in Game 2,
leveling the World Series.
Snell threw the first four
hitless innings. In the middle

of the fifth inning, the Rays
were up 5-0 until Dodgers
second baseman Chris Taylor
was up to bat, and knocked in
two runs to make the score to
5-2.
Tampa Bay was only able
to scrounge up one run in
the sixth inning, while L.A.
matched them with Will
Smith hitting a home run.
Both teams held their ground
until Seager hit a home run at
the top of the eighth inning.
In Game 3, Dodgers catcher Austin Barnes executed
a squeeze bunt toward Rays
first baseman Ji-Man Choi.
At his next at-bat, Barnes hit
a home run, becoming the
second player in World Series
history to do so. This resulted in a score of 6-1, with the
Rays trailing by five in the
bottom of the sixth inning.
Dodgers pitcher Walker
Buehler, who only pitched
six innings, became the first

pitcher in the history of the
World Series to strike out 10
players.
Rookie Rays outfielder
Randy Arozarena hit a solo
home run, his eighth of the
postseason, concluding Game
3 with a Dodgers win of 6-2.
Game 4 ended in a devastating loss for Dodgers as the
8-7 Rays victory came with a
more dramatic finish.
In the ninth inning, the
Rays were behind at a score
of 7-6 with only three outs
from losing the game.
They held their ground
until Brett Phillips,the Rays’
center fielder who didn’t have
an at-bat for two weeks, had
an unexpected game winning
hit.
During this hit, Arozarena tripped and fell just before
running home and scoring
the winning run.
Arozarena also broke the
MLB record for most home

runs hits in a single postseason this game.
In Game 5, the Dodgers
saw a 4-2 defeat of the Rays,
leading the Series 3-2.
Arozarena had his 27th
base hit in the third inning,
the most in a single postseason. The number is expected
to increase.
In the fourth inning, Rays
outfielder Manuel Margot attempted to steal home, which
hasn’t been done since 2002.
Despite the skepticism surrounding Clayton Kershaw’s
postseason performance, in
Game 5 he set the MLB record for most career postseason strikeouts, passing
Astros’ pitcher Justin Verlander’s previous mark of
205. Kershaw has 207 strikeouts and counting, though it
should be noted that he has
had more opportunity with
the expanded playoffs.
Dodgers closer Kenley
Jansen had previously struggled under pressure (he blew
a save in Game 4 allowing the
Rays to tie the series 2-2), so
Blake Treinen closed out the
ninth inning and got the save.
The last time the Dodgers
won the World Series was
32 years ago in 1988. Since
forming as an expansion team
in 1998, while the Rays have
never won the title.

Sports gambling set to be legalized in Ohio

State Congress has agreed, measure will likely to go into effect in June 2021
B Y C URT B ERRY
6WDৼ:ULWHU
So, can we gamble on our
beloved sports teams, place
our five team college football
parlays, and take the Bengals
against the spread? We can
probably find a way, but can
we do it legally in Ohio?
Let me fill you in on what’s
new with Ohio sports betting.
For starters, both sides of
state Congress have agreed to
legalize sports gambling.
The process to legalize
sports gambling is taking
awhile because there are still
parts of the bill that congress
has yet to look over, and with
the election going on, they
haven’t had a chance to do so.
After the election, however, they will be able to finish
it and then pass the bill. It
takes roughly six months for
the bill to get into action, so
it should be effective by June
of 2021.
Once June comes around,
all the major gambling operations will come to town, such
as DraftKings and FanDuel.
Gamblers will need to use
Wi-Fi and a geolocation that
shows they are in Ohio to be
able to create an account with
these two websites.
You don’t like online sports
gambling? Head to the casino, and they should be ready

Photo courtesy of creativecommons.org

With sports gambling set to be legalized in Ohio, it could be a matter of time before fans can legally bet on A.J Green and the Bengals. The law
would go into effect in June 2021, and allow betting sites such as Bet-MGM, PointsBet, DraftKings and FanDuel to legally operate in Ohio.

to take your money.
Once this is legalized, you
should be able to gamble on
sports at every casino in Ohio.
As much as the state of
Ohio loves seeing you happy
and winning money, they will
need a cut of this too.
Ohio Casino Control Commission will oversee all sports
betting and will charge the
following: A 8% tax rate, a
$100,000 license at casinos
and race tracks, a $10,000
management fee and a $1,000
renewal fee.
The two other major

sportsbooks coming to Ohio
when betting is legalized are
BetMGM and PointsBet.
BetMGM is the online
sportsbook partner of the
MGM casino. This sportsbook has a history of being
the first in line to be in operation once sports gambling is
legalized in various states.
You should also expect to
see MGM at the physical casinos itself.
The sportsbook has great
promotions, so be sure to read
up on those when it is legalized. The one I’m most excit-

ed for, however, is PointsBet.
PointsBet has all of your
spreads, parlays, moneylines,
futures, etc… but they also
have-wait for it-points betting.
This means you can gamble on a spread, and depending on how many points you
win by, you get more money.
For example, if you had
the Bengals at +13 but they
end up losing by three, you
get more money because the
Bengals covered the spread
by 10 more points than they
had to.

However, if they end up
losing by 30, you lose more
money than what you originally put in. It’s a crazy concept, I know, but I love it, and
it’s a fun way to bet.
So we have a couple months
before this train really gets
rolling in Ohio.
However, it sounds like it
will take off faster than Authentic did out of the gates
when he won the 2020 Kentucky Derby in September,
which definitely made everybody who bet the 8-1 odds
happy.
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Dress up from your dorm closet
B Y E RIN A LBRIGHT
6WDৼ:ULWHU
With Halloween quickly approaching, some of you
might be worrying about
what your costume should be
this year. Although Halloween during a pandemic might
look different compared to
previous years, you can still
have plenty of fun dressing up with your roommates
and walking around campus
(wearing masks of course!).
Long gone should be
the days of dressing as basic-looking lifeguards and
cowboys.
Here are some quick, easy,
cheap and fun costumes you
can put together with things
in your closet!

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

Brawny Paper Towels

Just hear me out on this one.
Have you ever had Brawny
brand paper towels and seen
the guy or girl on the front
just standing there, looking
so proud in front of the trees
and mountains? Well, all the
character is depicted wearing is a red flannel. You get
to choose your choice of pant.
If you wanted to wear pajamas, you could still complete
the look. So throw on your
favorite plaid red flannel, pandemic-safe mask and pants of
your choosing. Go grab a roll
of Brawny paper towels and
you’re ready to go.

Rosie the Riveter

A longtime fan favorite,
the Rosie the Riveter costume
serves two great purposes: it’s
cute and it represents an allegorical female cultural icon.
Nearly everyone already
knows how to dress as Rosie, but here is a simple breakdown.
You likely have nearly all
the pieces: gather your favorite pair of jeans or leggings,
a denim jacket, red bandana, a
black t-shirt and red lipstick.
Tie the red bandana around

ever.

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

your head as a headband, with
your hair tied back in a bun or
ponytail.

Skier

Okay, this might be a little
basic… but at least it’s comfortable, right? Whether you
ski, snowboard or stick to the
sled you’ve had in your garage
for years, this costume is simple and anyone could pull off
this look.
Put on your warmest winter jacket, a cute beanie/hat,
some boots and warm pants.
The pants could even be
sweatpants, I’m not judging.
If you happen to have
brought ski goggles to college, I guess you could wear

Mr./Mrs. Clean

Maybe I shouldn’t have
focused on so many cleaning
product characters… but the
Mr. Clean guy on the Magic
Eraser box is a great and easy
costume that anyone can do.
Put on a fresh-looking
white t-shirt and some white
pants. Grab a $3 bald cap from
Party City and you are all set.
Mr. Clean even has a little
hoop earring on his left ear, so
throw that on if you’re feeling
fancy. Put your mask on and
you’ll be looking fresher than

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons
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those too… despite Ohio not
having any mountains.

Tiger King

It was only six or seven
months ago that Tiger King
was on everyone’s TV screens.
This costume idea allows you
to channel your inner Joe Exotic or Carole Baskin.
To go as Joe, you’ll need a
baseball cap, jeans and a fake
mustache. For your shirt, you
could wear a plaid button
down or a tiger-print shirt
(if it is glittery, even better).
Also, if you happen to have
the time to grow your hair
into a mullet, that would really pull the look together.
If you are looking to channel your inner animal activist
and go as Carole Baskin, you’ll
need some jeans, a flowery
headband and a bright flowery shirt. Good accessories
could be ‘70s style jewelry and
tiger-print socks. A cat stuffed
animal would finish the look.
Remember that with all
your costumes, you should
be wearing a mask and staying COVID-19 safe. When in
doubt, have a costume contest
with just your roommates.

New hip-hop album lacks cohesiveness and focus

B Y C HARLIE G STALDER
Opinions & Editorials
Editor
Spillage Village, the southern hip-hop collective associated with J. Cole’s Dreamville
Label, released their debut
album Spilligion on Sept. 25.
While an interesting and fun
listen, the project lacks cohesiveness in theme and features
some odd stylistic choices and
unnecessary tracks.
Spillage Village was founded by hip-hop duo Earthgang
and JID, and includes 6lack,
(pronounced “black”), Mereba, Jurdan Bryant, Hollywood
JB and Benji.
While I am not too familiar with the latter few artists, Earthgang’s projects
have never failed to amaze
me. 6lack’s R&B and rap synthesis is astounding, JID is
arguably more talented than
J. Cole and Mereba’s voice envelops you like the glaze waterfall at Krispy Kreme. It’s
disappointing that an amalgam of hip-hop heavyweights
occasionally devolves into
an album resembling friends
jockeying for position at an
open mic.
Spilligion commences with
a skit — a group of young
men are standing on the corner outside a church, sipping
liquor and plotting their revenge on the pastor who they
argue has been stealing their
money.
This continues until an
OG arrives, asks for a swig
of the liquor and shares some
knowledge, arguing about

Photo Courtesy of Creative Commons

New hip-hop album Spilligion, while a new and interesting listening experience for fans, has certain downfalls,
including a lack of cohesiveness and odd stylistic choices that take away from the album’s overall success.

how religion only divides
the men to be conquered and
comparing their qualms to
“never opening a package
that could’ve saved your life /
‘Cause you was too damn busy
arguing over whether UPS or
FedEx delivered it.”
Such outlines the major
themes of the project — the
complexities of religiousness
amidst poverty, systemic racism, COVID-19 and interculturality.
These themes are first evident on “Baptize,” in which
the founding members rap
about police brutality and interpolate biblical references
into their verses on sex, drugs
and money.
The production of “Baptize” includes one of the
heaviest and hard hitting subs
I’ve heard in years, which
lends itself beautifully to the
artists’ distinctively Atlante-

an drawled flow.
Track three, the aptly titled
“PsalmSing,” serves as the
first instance of the hymnal
inspired choral singing that
permeates the project.
“PsalmSing” also introduces Mereba to the record who,
in a slightly unusual twist,
raps significantly more than
she sings.
The album takes an interesting turn with track four,
“Ea’alah (family).” Quite simply, it’s a really weird song,
and I’m still really surprised
that I like it.
The subject matter is congruent with the album’s
themes; it begins with JID
repeating his prayers for his
family, money and peace,
and it ends with a Johnny
Venus verse that references
COVID-19.
Thus, my surprise primarily regards the production —

the track is set to a twangy
guitar reminiscent of a country song. Even the artist’s
flows themselves give me feelings of country rap.
It’s odd, but it really works.
JID rides the beat beautifully and each listen gives me
goosebumps, an emotional reaction so visceral I’m left rethinking my hatred of country rap.
“Mecca” is the first truly awful track. It concerns
“spreading love around the
world” and interpolates South
African greetings. The rap
verses are sparse and largely divorced from the theme,
which would not be an issue
had the chorus and bridge not
been atrocious.
It sounds more like a pseudo-globalist ‘80s pop song
than the work of a hip-hop
supergroup — repetitive and
gross. If you listen to this al-

bum, just skip the track — it’s
really not worth three minutes and ten seconds of your
life.
While the sixth track, “Judas,” is not worthy of much
note, it features the first good
Chance the Rapper verse in
years.
The album concludes
strongly — the last three
tracks each feature the
“PsalmSing” style choruses
and excellent verses.
I was blown away by the
penultimate “Hapi,” which features extensive psalm singing
and Mereba, Johnny Venus
and Big Rube rapping. The
trio’s vocal tones and deliveries complement each other
beautifully.
The final track, “Jupiter,” is
perhaps even better. The production is sparse, consisting
primarily of an acoustic guitar.
The soft strumming serves
as the perfect background
for the entirety of Spillage
Village singing together, “So
hold my hands and dance
with me tonight / You know
they say we’re all about to die
/ And maybe it’s the love we
all are trying to find / Who
knows what lies, it’s only by
design.” It not only has a gorgeous conclusion, but also a
message I’m going to carry
with me through the end of
this cursed year.
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XU students fuel local elections
PPP sophomores weather the final push during a tough election cycle

Newswire Photo by Charlie Gstalder

PPP sophomores have been doing the grunt work for their political
internships, including placing down tons of yard signs to improve visibility.

B Y C HLOE S ALVESON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
In order to immerse themselves in the American political system, sophomore Philosophy, Politics and the Public
students have the opportunity

to volunteer in an electoral
campaign internship in their
fall semester.
Dr. Timothy Brownlee,
director of the program and
associate professor of Philosophy described, “(The students) better understand the

political system by engaging
directly in it. We want students to have a concrete understanding of how political
power actually works, rather
than just a formal understanding of institutional design or
principles, though they need
to know those latter things,
too!”
Daniel Kelley, a student
intern for incumbent County
Prosecutor Joe Deters elaborated.
“We talk about American
political thought, talk about
real-world campaign practices
and then get real-world experience in both. It covers both
sides of the political world in
such an interesting way which
makes it really dynamic and
intriguing,” he said.
Social distancing, masks,
Zoom and hand sanitizer are
each utilized to the fullest
from week to week.
Just as the rest of the
world has limited face-to-face
contact, campaigning has also
obliged. Campaign strategies
that may have been perceived
as more effective in person are
thriving digitally.
Kelley relayed the many
changes that took place due to
COVID-19: “I think that the

experience has forced us to be
more creative,” he said.
“We may not be able to have
as good of an understanding
of certain face-to-face events
like debates or fundraisers, but
it has challenged us to think
even harder about TV, social
media and radio ads,” he added.
In spite of the adjustments
the campaigns have made, students are still able to acquire
a fulfilling educational experience.
Madeline Anderson is PPP
student at Xavier and an intern for U.S. Representative
candidate Kate Schroder.
“They’re working on campaigns, and they’re working
to make a difference,” Anderson explained. “Whether or
not they agree with every single thing their politician has
to say, they’re still out there.
They’re still trying to improve
the world outside Xavier.”
Zach Mackenzie, a student
intern for County Prosecutor
candidate Fanon Rucker, gave
an example that underlines
how the election will impact
the broader Xavier community and why students should be
informed in local politics.
He stated, “Who our pros-

ecutor is could affect you…
Fanon wants to get rid of cash
bail for nonviolent offenses.
So let’s say you just own a lot
of pot. You wouldn’t have to
post cash bail, and you could
stay out of jail for a little bit
until your trial.”
Mackenzie added, “Also, it’s
good to be civically engaged
and just to care about your
community… The safety of
the community also affects the
safety of Xavier.”
This is similar to Dr.
Brownlee’s view: “I think that
the program serves the local
political community in at least
an indirect way by cultivating
active citizens who are politically involved and who care
about the community as a
whole.”
He detailed, “Many of our
students remain active in Cincinnati politics, both professionally and not, and I think
that’s valuable for the community.”
While all Xavier students
have faced challenges in regards to the pandemic, educational efforts have not been
overlooked, including
the
campaign experiences in the
PPP program’s Power and the
Politics Block.

one foster and two sitters. Today, we have five sitters and
over 25 sitter applicants that
should be approved by next
semester.”
The program has grown
vastly since it started and now
has over 300 members on EngageXU.
4 Paws at Xavier frequently
partnered with the University
of Cincinnati (UC) Chapter.
Roth says, “A lot of our sitters watch the UC dogs on
campus. UC has many more
dogs than Xavier and some
UC sitters want their dogs to
have an experience of a small
campus, so they contact Xavier sitters.”
The dogs will typically
spend the day at Xavier and
then return to UC at night.
When asked how many
puppies are involved in the
program at Xavier, Rath said
“We have three full time Xavier dogs on campus. Frost is
a 10-month-old golden lab
from the Marvel Litter. She
is with me during the week.
Randy Rainbow is a Goldendoodle and is five months old.
He is from the Pride 2020
Litter. Asteria is four months
old and is a golden lab from
the Spacecraft Litter. We also
have some regular visitors
from UC which are Popcorn
and Laguna.”
When asked about her favorite part of 4 Paws, Rath
said, “Seeing the community that has come out of it. I
have made some of my best

friends through the club and
it has completely enhanced
my Xavier experience.”
However, for Rath, the
most stressful thing about 4
Paws is handling the dogs.
“A lot of people are jealous
of me because I always have
Frost with me, but it can be
really stressful. I can’t take
her into the caf, so I have to
coordinate when I’m getting
lunch. If I have a test, I have
to find a sitter to watch her.”
There are many ways to
get involved with 4 Paws.
Sitters and fosters go
through training about an
hour north in Xenia. However, if you are unable to be a

sitter or foster, you can also
be a general member of the
club and go to meetings and
events.
4 Paws typically hold
events twice a month which
is open to all students. Roth
says, “We really love doing
holiday-themed events and
getting the dogs dressed up.”
Roth said, students can
Find 4 Paws for Ability on
EngageXU or follow them
on their socials: Instagram
(4pawsforXU), Snapchat (xu4paws), and Facebook (XU4Paws).
Make sure to say hi to any
of the trainees you see walking around campus.

Elections are stressful: Learn about cute dogs

Photo courtesy of @4pawsforXU on Instagram

After a day of work, 4 Paws trainees (from left to right) Explorer, Asteria
and Randy Rainbow take a social hour at a event on the Husman Stage.

B Y G RACE C ARLO
6WDৼ:ULWHU
While students can find it
hard to get along with people
who have different political
views than themselves, the
trainees of 4 Paws for Ability train are easy to get along
with.
4 Paws is an organization
that trains and socializes service dogs that later go to children and veterans in need.
The organization was first
introduced to Xavier in 2017
by alumni Shelby Timm (‘19)
and Abigail Beekman (‘20)
who were both involved with
4 Paws for Ability.

They met on campus with
their 4 Paws dogs, Fuji and
Beacon, who were brothers,
and they agreed to start a
chapter for Xavier.
Timm and Beekman met
with student involvement,
SGA and student housing.
They wrote the bylaws and a
constitution. They were also
in contact with Lynn Agee,
the 4 Paws university coordinator and other university
programs for assistance in
making it happen at Xavier.
Co-President of 4 Paws
Dolly Rath said, “In 2018, we
only had a couple of members who would show up to
the meeting. By 2019, we had

October 26
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
C OURTESY OF C HLOE S ALVESON
 Dave Johnson, chief student affairs officer, encouraged students to apply to the Civil Rights
Commission in order to address financial, academic, representative and communication
concerns that affect minority students at Xavier.
 Johnson noted Hamilton County has recently
been shifted to the highest level (Purple) onOhio’s coronavirus advisory map. However, the
campus trend seems to be steady.
 Games Club, Inclusion Club, Black Care Club,
and Students Against Slavery have all achieved
full club status. Voting on Active Minds has
been tabled.
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Congress: Districts split at Xavier

Students on-campus vote in District 1, while off-campus may be District 2

B Y E RIN A LBRIGHT
6WDৼ:ULWHU

In addition to partaking in
the presidential election, Ohio
voters will decide who they
want to represent their district in U.S. Congress on Nov
3. The congressional race
is significant for registered
Xavier students who will vote
in either District 1 or District
2 depending on their residency on or off campus. Ohio
has 16 congressional seats,
and the winners of this year’s
election will be a part of the
117th Congress.
Students living on campus and registered to vote in
Hamilton County will vote
in the District 1 congressional race. The race, between
current Congressman Steve
Chabot and Kate Schroder, is
heavily focused on the issues
of healthcare and taxation.
Incumbent
Republican
Chabot is a career politician
and lawyer who has represented the district consecutively
since 2011. He also served
as District 1 Congressman
from 1995 to 2009, but lost
in 2009 to Democrat Richard
Driehaus. Born in Cincinnati,
Chabot has kept work close to
home.
Chabot’s campaign has focused on his desires to repeal
the Affordable Care Act, protect social security and reduce
taxes, thereby revitalizing the
economy.

Photos courtesy of castleforuscongress.com, kateforcongress.com, stevechabot.com and usabrad.com

Incumbent Republican District 1 Congressman Steve Chabot (top left) is running against health care professional and Democratic challenger Kate
Schroder (top right). In District 2, incumbent Republican Brad Wenstrup (bottom right) runs against activist Democrat Jaime Castle (bottom left).

Schroder is the Democratic challenger and was the
finance chair of the Cincinnati Board of Health from
2016 until 2020. Schroder
previously worked in public
health, predominantly in the
corporate research sector.
Schroeder was also born in
Cincinnati. Schroder aims to
make healthcare more affordable and accessible, rebuild
highways, bridges and roads
to create more jobs and gain
better funding for ending the
opioid epidemic through rehabilitation.
Chabot won the 2018 gen-

eral election by 13,000 votes
against Democratic candidate
Aftab Pureval.
District 1 includes Warren
County and parts of Hamilton County. The first district
is more urban than District
2, which consists of Adams,
Brown, Clermont, Highland
and Pike counties.
Students registered to vote
at their off-campus residence
will vote in the District 2 Congressional Race between Brad
Wenstrup and Jaime Castle.
The most controversial topics between candidates in this
district are government-fund-

ed birth control methods and
clinics and Second Amendment rights.
Incumbent Brad Wenstrup
has represented District 2
since 2013. A Republican, he
also served in the U.S. Army
Reserves and is a doctor of
podiatric medicine. His stance
on the issues includes his
desire to boost the economy, lower taxes, create more
quality jobs, retain gun rights
and end all public funding for
abortion.
Jaime Castle represents the
Democratic party in the district. Castle wants to impose

stricter background checks on
gun owners and sellers, make
birth control methods more
available and adjust zoning
codes in communities to encourage entrepreneurship.
Wenstrup won the 2018
general election by 47,000
votes over the Democratic
candidate Jill Schiller.
Students registered to vote
with their on-campus address
can head to the polls in Gallagher Student Center and
students registered with their
off-campus address should go
to their assigned polling center.

Students speak on the issues The Lighter Side
B Y M O J UENGER
World News Editor



Six days before the election, we asked Xavier students
what they considered to be the
most important issue in the
2020 election, both in local
and national races. Answers
ranged from the economy, anti-racism and COVID-19 re“The most important issue
sponses.
in this election to me is police
brutality and systemic racism,
I’d say, and how each candidate is going to make sure that
we’re moving in a direction so
that we’re reaching equality
for all.”
- Kayla Ramirez, junior
graphic design major

“I think that the economy
is so important, especially in
the COVID-19 climate that
we’re in right now. So many
people lost their jobs... beyond
COVID-19, continuing toward high employment rates
(matters).”
- Ashley Findley, first-year
Philosophy, Politics and the
Public major
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Note of the Week

“How
the
candidates
will move forward with the
COVID-19 pandemic. (I’m
looking forward to) seeing the
response in public health how
things would change moving
into 2021.”
- Owen Talbott, junior
health services administration
major

“The most important issue
to me (in) this election is the...
Black Lives Matter movementand how (the candidates)
are going to address police
brutality and the uproar of
inequality that is in society
today.”
- Jae Spain, first-year criminal justice major

“I just think we need a
strong economy and to create jobs... We need to keep
the economy open, but at the
same time, the person who has
the best plan to get through
the pandemic is the one who
everyone’s going to vote for.”
- Jack Burke, first-year
business undecided major

“The Lighter Side” is a place for light news — things that
lighten up a lot of the more difficult stories of the world each
week. As World News Editor, I know that it is many readers’
favorite part of this page of the Newswire. I, too, love “The
Lighter Side,” because it is a distraction from the often sad
news we sift through to make this page possible.
This week, however, I invite you to think about “The Lighter
Side” not as a distraction, but as a reminder: Vote. We don’t
vote based on the news from “The Lighter Side,” but the
news in the many thoughtful articles written by our staff
each week. Educate yourself on the news, local and national,
and vote to enact the change you want to see in the world.
- Mo Juenger,
World News Editor
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Candidates Reese, Black and Najoli vie for open county commissioner seat
B Y C HRISTO F OSSE
*XHVW:ULWHU

Commissioner Responsibilities
A four-year term, the county commissioner exercises financial control of county expenditures,
authorizes public works projects and purchases
land and buildings. The commissioner also appoints other officials to head various apartments,
in addition to other responsibilities.

Experience:
Black is the Senior Vice President for Financial
Supermarkets, a Cincinnati-based company. He
earned his bachelor’s degree from Miami University of Ohio and masters in business from Bellarmine University.
Economic Plan:
He asserts that the COVID-19 pandemic has
further exacerbated Hamilton County’s financial
struggles. To revitalize the economy, he supports
“fundamentally changing how we look at our
county’s finances,” including removing underutilized assets, like Paul Brown Stadium, off the
books to invest in other resources.
Storm Water Management and Lead Abatement:
He will advocate for increased funding of the
Storm Water District and its oversight committee. Increased funding, Black asserts, will initiate
the creation of plans to improve and address
water quality.
Promoting Social and Racial Justice:
Black believes that it is critical to engage in
dialogue that moves us “forward.” Black supports
underserved communities by “unlocking funds”
currently committed to underutilized resources.

Experience:
Reece is the marketing consultant community developer radio producer. She has previously
worked in the Cincinnati City Council and Ohio
Statehouse.
Economic Plan:
Reece recognizes the significant impact of the
pandemic. She emphasizes the creation of a “progrowth” agenda that assists struggling citizens
and rewarding hard-working ones. She cites her
work with the MLK interchange and the Duke
Energy Convention Center as an example of her
ability to accomplish this.
Storm Water Management and Lead Abatement:
Reece promises to “convene a task force” that
will represent all sides of the stormwater dispute
and give it a deadline to issue recommendations.
For lead abatement, she plans to work with the
Ohio governor.
Promoting Social and Racial Justice:
As president of the Ohio Legislative Black
Caucus, she worked to enact laws that built trust
between law enforcement agencies and underserved communities. She plans to do the same as
commissioner.

Pollsters vary on OH votes
B Y E RIN A LBRIGHT
6WDৼ:ULWHU
With less than a week until
the 2020 presidential election,
pollsters have been unable to
clearly predict which candidate will take Ohio’s 18 electoral votes.
Polling ahead of the 2020
election looks worse for Donald Trump than it did prior
to the 2016 election. Results
from statewide polls have
shown both candidates winning by a three point margin.
No Republican has ever
won a presidential election
without taking Ohio, adding
to the pressure for Trump as
an incumbent.
“If he doesn’t win Ohio,
it’s over,” University of Akron political scientist David
Cohen said. Donald Trump
won the 2016 Ohio voters by
a margin of 8.13 points.
Trusted polling sources
for Ohio all are within the
margin of error. Quinnipiac University holds Biden at
48% and Trump at 47%. Fox
News depicts Biden at 45%
and Trump at 48%. The New
York Times, in conjunction
with Siena College, has Biden
at 45% and Trump at 44%.
Online pollster FiveThirtyEight’s online model shows
Ohio voters having swung

Herman J. Najoli (I)

Alicia Reece (D)

Andy Black (R)

between Trump and Biden
since early March. However,
Trump gained a steadily increasing lead beginning on
Oct.15 as the election inched
closer. Its latest analysis predicts Ohio swinging toward
Trump by just 1.5%, with the
president winning 50.4% of
Ohioans’ votes.
Overall, ahead of the election, the polls of Ohio voters
are generally inconclusive.
While Fox News and Hart
Research Associates favor
Trump, Quinnipiac University and NYT/Siena College
hold that Biden will win.
While most polls have consisted analyses of online surveys, Busken Bakery has taken
a different method to predicting who will win on Nov. 3.
The local bakery has held a
Presidential Cookie Poll since
1984. Busken Bakery has accurately predicted the winner
of nine consecutive elections
based on the highest selling
cookie ahead of voting day.
By selling cookies with the
candidates’ faces, the bakery
has kept a Facebook tally of
how many cookies of each
candidate has been bought.
As of Oct. 26, the bakery
has sold approximately 13,100
Trump cookies and 10,200
Biden cookies.

Experience:
Najoli is a professor of business and global
issues at Indiana Wesleyan University.
Economic Plan:
He proposes two initiatives: the Hamilton
Entrepreneurial and Economic Drive and the
Hamilton County Reinvestment Action for
Local Disbursement. These, he believes, will
promote entrepreneurship in Hamilton County, contributing to a vibrant economy.
Storm Water Management and Lead Abatement:
He believes that the Metropolitan Sewer
District “must be transformed into a Major
Success Demonstration.” He recognizes that
lead in homes is an emergency situation, and
Napoli will respond by unveiling his “Standards, Education, Responsiveness, Volunteers,
Execution plan.”
Promoting Social and Racial Justice:
Herman J. Najoli: To fight for people “living on the margins,” Napoli will construct a
County Office for Regional Research on Eliminating Causative Tendencies in Individuals
with Vulnerability Experiences, that will bring
change in a “compassionate” manner.

Guide: County prosecutors

Incumbent Deters faces Dem rookie Rucker
B Y A LEX K ELLY
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Photo courtesy of Fanon Rucker for Prosecutor and Joe Deters for Prosecutor via Facebook

Incumbent Joe Deters (left) is challenged by Judge Fanon Rucker (right.)

Joe Deters (R)
Experience: Deters is the incumbent and
Hamilton County’s longest-serving elected prosecutor. He served as the prosecutor from 1992
to 1999. In 1999 he was elected to the Office of
Ohio Treasurer. He served as treasurer for six
years before returning to the role of county
prosecutor from 2004 to the present.
Policy: Deters introduced and enacted the
Daly Bill, which is intended to recognize fetuses as people in the eyes of the law. Deters also
streamlined the sex offender unit in charge of
monitoring and registering sex offenders.
The Death Penalty: Deters is in favor of
utilizing the death penalty in cases that apply.
Rucker has criticized his opponent heavily on
this, citing Hamilton County’s abnormally high
death penalty per capita rate.
Racial Justice: Deters acknowledges the
right to protest, but disavows violent protest and
“rioting.” He does not support defunding the police. Deters frames the distinction between himself and Rucker as the difference between “law
and order” and anarchy, citing the indictment of
14 people connected to local protest leading to a
decrease of riots.

Incumbent Republican Joe
Deters is being challenged
this fall by Democrat Fanon
Rucker for the contentious
seat of the Hamilton County Prosecuting Attorney.
The pair have previously run
against each other in 2004,
with Deters winning the position.

Fanon Rucker (D)
Experience: Rucker has served as a municipal
judge for 12 years. Before that was a civil rights
attorney and prosecutor. Rucker won the Democratic nomination over Gabe Davis.
Policy: Rucker is proposing several policies to
eliminate cash bail for nonviolent criminal offenses and a reentry court to support formerly
incarcerated people’s transition back into their
communities. Deters critiques Rucker’s bail
policies, saying that judges, not prosecutors, set
bail. Deters frequently brings up Rucker’s past of
setting bail as a judge.
The Death Penalty: Rucker supports abolishing
the death penalty altogether within Hamilton
County. He argues this on the basis of the cost
of prosecuting death penalty cases, as well as the
number of death row inmates who are exonerated.
Racial Justice: Rucker acknowledges the right to
protest and disavows more violent protest. Rucker
is against defunding the police, but adds that the
prosecutor’s office needs to employ more diversity
to reflect the population of Hamilton County.
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OH emerges for explosive early vote
Early ballot numbers indicate a nearly threefold jump in early voting this week
B Y M O J UENGER
World News Editor
Early voters are participating in droves, shattering
previous records for voting
before Election Day.
Hamilton County voters
broke their prior record of
2,096 voters on Nov. 4, 2016
— four days before the election. This Monday, eight days
before the 2020 election, 4,607
people voted early and in-person at the Board of Elections.
Within the first week of
early voting in 2016, an average of 816 Hamilton County residents voted early and
in-person. In 2020, from Oct.
6 to Oct. 13, an average of
2,710 people voted daily. In
the second week of 2016 early voting, the average was
691; in 2020, it was 2,861. In
the third week, an average of
1,166 Hamilton County residents voted daily in 2016.
That number jumped to 2,334
in 2020.
The final eight days of early voting before the election
have historically had the highest turnout within the county, with an average of 1,647
citizens voting daily in 2016.
On only the first day of early
and in-person voting in 2020,
turnout nearly tripled that of
four years ago.
Many Xavier students believe that public health concerns related to the COVID-19
pandemic have spurred more

with statistics from Hamilton
County’s records, which show
that registered Democrats
were the county’s most populous early voting group in the
first week.
In Week 1, 21,731 Democrats voted early, as opposed
to 15,061 non-partisan and
6,370 Republican early voters.
However, non-partisan voters
eclipsed Democrat numbers in
Week 2, with 33,811 non-partisan, 28,245 Democrat and
12,393 Republican early voters. In Week 3, non-partisans
3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP remained the largest bloc,
;DYLHUVWXGHQWVZHLJKHGLQRQZK\+DPLOWRQ&RXQW\·VHDUO\YRWLQJQXPEHUVKDYHEHHQDEQRUPDOO\KLJKHUWKDQLQ with 35,004 non-partisans,
WKHHOHFWLRQ0DQ\EHOLHYHWKDWLW·VOLQNHGWRWKHUHFHQWSDQGHPLFSDUWLVDQVKLSDQGSROLWLFDODZDUHQHVV 16,862 Democrats and 8,874
Hamilton County residents voters.
Prolizo added that while Republicans voting early and
to cast their votes early.
policy
standpoints and other in-person.
“People recognize the pow“We’re all affected by the er of their votes. Maybe in information about the presi“A lot of times it’s people on
pandemic, and it’s a lot easier 2016, they didn’t really expect dential candidates have been the left side of the spectrum
and safer for people to go at the results to be what they highly publicized, other local that really understand that it’s
a time when it’s not crowd- were — and now they want to races might further incen- difficult in some instances for
ed and they’re not waiting in change that,” Alzahabi said.
tivize Hamilton County resi- people to vote, people in difinsanely long lines or having
ferent communities who are
“I think that the high num- dents to vote early.
to cram into a high school bers are really representative
“People are… paying more depending on some sort of
gymnasium or something like of people taking this election attention to the sheriff ’s race identification that they’re able
that where people go to vote,” seriously and making sure or the prosecutor’s race given to have,” Korchak said of the
President of College Demo- that they have a plan ready to the Black Lives Matter move- early spike in Democratic earcrats Peter Korchak said.
go so that nothing stops them ment or a lot of the move- ly voting.
“COVID encourages this from... participating in the ments over the summer,” Pro“They acknowledge that
behavior… Instead of your election,” Korchak added.
lizo said.
there are challenges and obtypical Election Day rush to
She also expressed concern stacles to voting, it makes
“I think the stakes are a
voting centers, (voters) want lot higher this year than they that while these local races more sense to have a plan earto space out,” grad student in have been maybe in years past. garnered attention, other lo- ly,” he added in regards to earcustomer analytics Ahnas Al- People are much more in tune cal races — such as the county ly voting Democrats.
zahabi said.
“People are more passionwith what’s going on,” Presi- commissioner or treasurer —
Students also noted the dent of College Republicans were often largely overlooked. ate about the issues, and peogravity and controversy sur- Isabella Prolizo noted. “We’ve
Other students noted that ple are seeing what President
rounding this election, noting seen a lot of social media buzz partisan politics might play Trump has done in the past
that deeper understanding of about elections, especially at a hand in the significant rise four years,” sophomore biolopolicy might encourage early the top of the ticket.”
in early voters. This aligns gy major Eshika Kohli said.

Guide: County sheriff race
B Y C HRISTO F OSSE
Guest Writer
Sheriff Responsibilities:


The Sheriff serves as the Chief Law Enforcement Officer for Hamilton County, oversees the county jail and provides services to the
courts.
Candidates:



Bruce Hoffbauer (R): Hoffbauer is currently a retired police lieutenant with the Cincinnati Police Department.
Charmaine McGuffey (D): McGuffey is a retired major with the
Hamilton County Sheriff ’s Office and currently works as an independent consultant on issues related to criminal justice reform.



Questions:








How to improve public trust in law enforcement?
Bruce Hoffbauer: He believes that law enforcement agencies must
accept responsibility for “mistakes” and “missteps.” If an officer or
department makes a mistake, he pledges to be transparent with the
public.
Charmaine McGuffey: McGuffey will place an emphasis on community policing and build dialogue between agencies and communities. She pledges to create a Community Liaison Unit that will
improve transparency and communication with the public.
Alternatives to Imprisonment?
Bruce Hoffbauer: Hoffbauer praises the work of organizations,
such as the Talbert House, which have assisted Hamilton County
residents. However, he believes the State Legislature and Congress
bear the responsibility of implementing criminal justice reform.
Charmaine McGuffey: McGuffey will collaborate with mental
health and social service professionals to develop alternatives to
current policing methods. She will also “champion” alternatives,
including electronic monitoring and no-cash bail for non-violent
misdemeanor offenders.
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The Electoral College is undemocratic
The Electoral College is an
First of all, people vote,
outdated, undemocratic and not land. When the Electoral
biased system that should be College was established, the
abolished to better fit a mod- Founding Fathers had no idea
ern world and a modern de- what the United States would
mocracy.
grow to be in size — 50 states,
The Electoral College was 331 million people and over
created by the Founding Fa- 200 million voters.
thers in the late 1700s and
As a system that underwas meant to be a compromise mines democracy, the Electorbetween those who wanted al College exists as evidence
Congress to choose the pres- that the Founding Fathers did
ident and those who believed not trust the people to choose
it should be up to the people’s someone to represent them.
vote. They ultimately decided But a democracy is all about
on a group of electors equal choice. We have the authorto the total number of repre- ity to choose and the right
sentatives in Congress.
to choose. Isn’t the ElectorThere are many things al College taking away this
wrong with this system, choice?
which is why in recent years
A candidate who does not
there have been many calls to win the popular vote should
abolish the Electoral College. not be capable of taking ofI completely agree.
fice. A candidate who does not
Five times in history, pres- represent the majority of the
idential candidates have won people’s vote should not take
the popular vote but lost the office. A candidate who wins
Electoral College, and there- based on an outdated system
fore lost the presidency. This where certain votes count
is a clear
sign that
The Founding Fathers had no idea
this outwhat the United States would grow to
d a t e d
be in size — 50 states, 331 million peosystem
ple, over 200 million voters.
doesn’t
actually
represent the people’s inter- more than others, since it isn’t
ests.
allocated based on population

size, should not take office.
sented by a system created to
We live in a representative vote in their favor.
democracy, no? Or at least
Why aren’t we trusted with
we’re supposed to be living in our own leadership? Why arone. CurThese “minority interests” were acturently, we
ally
the interests of White, slave-ownexist in an
ing
men.
They wanted to protect their
oligarchy,
own
power
and their own interests, so
where the
the
Electoral
College was created to
interests
protect
those
interests.
of powerful groups
of people are represented en’t we trusted with our own
more than the majority popu- choices? If we make mistakes,
lation, and the Electoral Col- aren’t they our mistakes to
lege only enforces this system. own? Where’s my represenThe only reason for the tation as a woman? Where is
Electoral College was to pro- the representation for people
tect “minority interests” from of color? For queer people?
being overpowered by the ma- For the poor?
jority. These “minority interIn the 18th century, the
ests” were actually the inter- Founding Fathers feared
ests of White, slave-owning that the people wouldn’t be
men. They wanted to protect well-informed enough to
their own power and their choose their own representaown interests, so the Electoral tives, especially the people livCollege was created to protect ing in rural areas who didn’t
those interests.
receive information on candiToday, we all have the right dates. But today, information
to vote, but the “minority in- on candidates is readily availterests” being protected by able to almost everyone in an
the Electoral College are still instant.
the interests of primarily
The Founding Fathers
White populations. So, while feared “democratic mobs”
the real minority populations overrunning the presidency
are being underrepresented, and steering it in the direcWhite men are having their tion they want it to go. Good.
interests protected and repre- That’s what a democracy is

for, isn’t it? Isn’t it supposed
to go in the direction we want
it to go? Isn’t it supposed to
be ours? Isn’t it supposed to
be “by the people, for the people?” How does the Electoral
College represent us as a people? How does it represent
our interests?
It doesn’t, and it never has.
It should be abolished, and the
presidency should be decided
by the people, as the presidency is for us, by us.
This ceaseless age of undemocratic, oligarchic, patriarchal and false representation
should come to an end, and it
should begin with getting rid
of the very system that represents it best: the Electoral
College.

Grace Hamilton is a
ÀUVW\HDU SROLWLFDO VFL
ence major. She is an
intern for Newswire from
Akron, Ohio.

Stop stanning politicians
The development of internet stan culture has now expanded beyond the entertainment industry and has landed
in the middle of American
politics.
This has presented a great
danger, in that it prompts
young voters to overlook
the inevitable mistakes and
wrong strides made by their
“favorite” politicians.
Stan culture, which manifests primarily on Twitter,
sees internet users called
stans, a term used to describe
super fans who border on obsession, gathering as a community to sing the praises of
celebrities, mostly in the entertainment industry.
When this blind support
finds its way to the political
world, both those participating and those caught in the
crossfire on their timelines
tend to forget that politics are,
more often than not, riddled
with lies and disingenuousness, ultimately for the purpose of gaining a vote.
These days, the internet

seems to have taken control of
the political world, a change
seen within the last decade
that presents an endless array
of possibilities. People reply
to politicians’ tweets with memes and trend hashtags supporting or condemning certain figures or ideals.
Supporters are able to
showcase their loyalty in
various ways. Kamala Harris’ community of supporters refer to themselves as the
#KHive. Some of Joe Biden’s
remarks to Donald Trump
during the first presidential
debate have been displayed
on merch in the forms of
T-shirts, buttons, stickers and
prayer candles featuring the
faces of politicians such as Alexandria Octacio-Cortez are
up for sale on Etsy.
This culture has launched
a recent spread of performative activism, a practice
which has made itself known
online with trends, links and
hashtags claiming to support
various organizations.
However, in these cases, a

post can often be considered
more valuable than an action. Celebrities participate in
trends and ask fans to donate
to causes, but fail to do enough
by themselves.
In certain instances, politicians will only support causes
when it is beneficial to them
and to their success, and ignore them otherwise. This hypocrisy is then spread across
digital platforms, and young
fans are influenced to do the
same.
While a presentation of
loyalty and support shouldn’t
be looked down upon — it
is the basis of election campaigns — the line should be
drawn when one forgets who
politicians really are: the people who will create our futures
and run our country for the
coming years.
Depending on your viewpoint and the vote that this
viewpoint translates to, the
safety of numerous groups
of people could be threatened,
and this fact may go unnoticed
behind the curtain of stan cul-

ture.
In these states of blind
support and loyalty, we forget that these people are, in
fact, responsible for the lives
of hundreds or thousands, for
the futures of our sons and
daughters and for the state of
our country. Therefore, this
seemingly harmless detachment from reality can prove
to be threatening.
While stans primarily use
social media to promote and
uplift celebrities, when their
idols are found to have made
mistakes, it’s either completely overlooked or they are “canceled” — there is no in-between.
Cancel culture, along with
stan culture, should never be
brought into politics because
it only contributes to the same
blindness found in the form
of support, although now, it is
blind disdain.
If politicians show through
their beliefs and activism that
they have changed their ways
and have taken the appropriate
measures to become educat-

ed, a single mistake made by
a politician years ago should
not constitute the ending of
their career.
Canceling only harms politics and gives voters an even
more skewed viewpoint than
what is already presented to
them through left-wing and
right-wing media.
The most important measure for young voters to take
is to become educated, which
can only be achieved by researching candidates through
unbiased media. Although difficult to find, these resources
exist and should be sought
out in order to prevent the

1LQD%HQLFKLVDÀUVW
\HDU(QJOLVKDQGPDU
NHWLQJ GRXEOH PDMRU
She is an intern for
Newswire IURP ,QGLD
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Show paints picture of poor politics
B Y E MILY C ROFT
6WDৼ:ULWHU
The Politician is one of the
many juicy Netflix originals,
and it paints a nasty image of
current politics in our nation.
While some of the messages
the show sends are unfortunately true, they symbolize
an unhopeful and pessimistic
idea of the future for younger
generations of America.
Starring Ben Platt, The
Politician was originally released in September of 2019.
The series contains two seasons, each equipped with seven or eight episodes that are
packed full of drama and political tension.
The viewers’ discretion in
the first episode states, “The
Politician is a comedy about
moxie, ambition and getting
what you want at all costs.”
Within the first second of
watching, it is clear that the
main message of the show
is to depict the lengths people will go in politics just to
be elected. “Getting what
you want at all costs” implies
that many of the characters,
who represent politicians in
America, will selfishly step
over anyone to win a seat in
government.
As the series continues, you
watch Payton Hobart and As-

ning, he invests in the people
of the school and who they
are. Then he (spoiler) tragically commits suicide.
This symbolism shows how
the philosophy of investing in
the people rather than their
vote is dying in our America.
People like Payton and Astrid want to win so badly that
they neglect feelings or personal connections with people. How everything seems to
be superficial, staged and disappointing. This is how people see the future of America.
While these pessimistic
views are a drag in the series,
Payton and Astrid speak out
on very real politics in America.
Photo Courtesy of Indiewire.com
River’s suicide in the first
3RSXODU1HWÁL[VKRZThe Politician illustrates the many ways in which American politics are problematic and episode raises awareness of
depicts an unforgiving and corrupt system that only favors dominant, power hungry and unforgiving politicians. mental health and gun contrid step over one another to students all around their of caring about the voters as trol, which are stressed to the
real people.
win the title of Student Body school to vote.
extremes for the political platThe hope of the American form that Payton runs on.
President. This high school
But it’s not the people the
election is like no other, as it candidates are worried about. government caring about the
The show sets out to expeople is embodied through press the growing universal
entails tense debates, running It’s winning.
mates and even scandals (no
It’s analyzing the num- the character River Bark- concerns of younger generaspoilers here).
bers and the polls to see how ley, who is initially running tions in America, even if there
This idea of gruesome pol- many points they’re down in against Payton for Student are some ideas that not every
itics is one that is not meant the projected outcomes of Body President.
watcher will agree with.
During a debate in the first
to represent high school elec- the election. It’s about pickThe backlash from the sections; rather, it is to represent ing a Vice President who is a episode, he becomes extreme- ond season of The Politician
America and the elections minority to gain more votes, ly personal with his peers and seems to indicate that there
we see every year, especially instead of choosing a Vice embraces the struggles of won’t be a third season, but
2020.
President who is qualified and being an American teen in to- there doesn’t need to be when
The idea that every vote embodies what they want to day’s world.
the writers got their message
He talks about the impor- across: American politics are
matters is stressed in the first represent. It’s about fighting
season especially, as we see for the votes of students be- tance of mental health. Rather dirty and unforgiving, whethcandidates fight to persuade cause they can vote, instead than caring solely about win- er we care to admit it or not.

Political Comedy Corner

By Jacob Smith

By Eric Dill
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Bunkers to Hide in
During the

Election Fallout
In case you haven’t heard, the presidential election is next
Tuesday. I’ve found myself so worried about how the country will react that I’ve started considering what bunker I
will move to when everyone goes crazy. Let me walk you through my
hunt for underground shelters.
As I searched on Zillow (with the property type set to “bunker”
of course), I came across this cool secret door underneath a kitchen
cabinet. It is so comforting to know
that in this home, even when I am
getting a snack, I am just feet away
from safety. No one expects a bunker
in a kitchen, so this would be extra protective. This is a great option
for anyone who spends a lot of time
snacking, or if you would want to
bring your dinner with you should
trouble arise.
Via Zillow.com
I continued looking, but it turns out I had forgotten to set my
price range to “cheap college student” during my search and came
across this. How cool would it be
to look at fish while society is collapsing 100 feet above me?! These
fish would have no idea what’s even
happening in the human world.
They’d just be swimming around
per usual, and I’d love to spend my
Via Forbes.com days watching them. If only I could
understand how they got a fish tank underwater…
Unfortunately, I had to be realistic with myself (and my low, low
budget) and come to the conclusion
that my bunker will probably end
up looking like this. I’d eventually
drive myself crazy and the place
would be trashed. The upside to
this bunker is that it has a small
window, even though it is kind of
blocked off. At least the thought
was there.
B Y E RIN
A LBRIGHT
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Via Express.co.uk
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What role the stars
think you should play in
the upcoming apocalypse
Aries: Generic Leader Type. Someone
had to be the boring main character
leader-type, and you’re at the top of the
list, so tough toodles.
Taurus: The one who actually gets
sh*t done. You’re the one actually
going out and scavenging for food
and fresh water while everyone else is
just sitting around and moping about
“the end of the world” and “their dead
families.”
Gemini: The gamer. You’ve played
enough video games, so you’re pretty
sure you’ve got this “armageddon” thing
under control. You’ll die first.
Cancer: The one with a secret. You’re
the type to get bit by a zombie and not
tell anyone. Good way to get the whole
group killed, d*ck.
Leo: The one who dies ripping their
vape. You really couldn’t wait to get
your nic fix until after the mutant murder hornets stopped chasing you?
Virgo: The one who makes it to the
end. You’ll live to see a new world rise
from the ashes, one ruled by a ruler we
can all agree on: Jeb Bush.
Libra: The dead weight. The
apocalypse equivalent of the guy
in your Zoom breakout room who
doesn’t say anything.
Scorpio: The love interest. You’ll
spend the apocalypse searching for an
unrequited love, like the guy who came
into our office looking to flirt with one
of our copyeditors after she left.
Sagittarius: The one who thinks it’ll
all blow over soon. Yeah, I’m sure you
also think Bernie still has a chance.
Capricorn: The one who always
fights with the leader. Every group
of survivors needs someone constantly
arguing with the leader, and that’s you
ya drama queen.
Aquarius: The conspiracy theorist.
Even after the bombs have fallen and
Western civilization has collapsed, you
still somehow think it’s all George
Bush’s fault.
Pisces: The cult leader. Someone
needs to keep spreading the good word
of Father Graham.

By Griffin Brammer
Via Zombies.ws

